Artist uses outdoors to inspire students
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By Janna Goerdt/News Tribune Staff Writer
Jim Stahl is wondering: Where has all the wonder gone?
The artist and author spent the last week as an artist-in-residence at the Bay View Elementary School in
Proctor, trying to kindle a sense of curiosity and imagination among the students.
“Wonder is gone,” said Stahl, who lives in Saginaw. “A lot of kids spend too much time in front of a TV or an
Xbox. After 1985, we’ve got a whole different kind of kid.”
It’s a kid that’s more comfortable in front of a screen than exploring the world around them, Stahl said. As a
child, he remembers watching a hummingbird collect spider webs to build its nest; he remembers exploring
fields and forests. But, he asks, what will kids remember from years spent watching television?
Stahl introduced his new book, “Wonder in the Woods,” and taught students some creative drawing techniques
both in the classroom and out in the school forest. Stahl does similar programs all over the state.
“Wonder in the Woods” is the story of a young girl who follows a lost cat into the forest. While there, the girl
meets the “Harmons,” tiny creatures that paint fall leaves and plant acorns. Stahl hopes that after reading his
book, children will be inclined to explore the outdoors and wonder on their own.
The book’s lesson fits perfectly with the mission of the Bay View School Forest, said Bay View second-grade
teacher Dale Kallio — one reason the school invited him to be an artist-in-residence for the week. Kallio planned
to use the book not only to inspire wonder but as a basis to teach vocabulary and science throughout the year.
Bay View’s school forest and Partners in Education groups also subsidized the cost of “Wonder in the Woods”
for families who wanted to buy a copy.
On Thursday afternoon, two classes of fourth-grade students gathered around as Stahl set up his easel in the
forest and started sketching. Some students used downed trees for tables; others nestled on drifts of fallen
leaves. His final instructions to each class were the same: “Don’t stop wondering!”
On Friday, some of the school’s youngest students learned how to draw a turtle with a snail on its back, a lion, a
path through the woods and a bear.
Then it was time to pull out the crayons — Stahl said he’s
he usually found with a few in his pocket — and start to
color.
“You can color your bear any color you want, except black,” Stahl said. “Black isn’t a color. You can make it a
green bear, a blue bear, a brown bear, a pink bear.”
The first-graders scribbled away, bringing curves of bright color to their drawings. There were indeed green
bears and blue bears and pink bears. Stahl colored his own bear red.
“That the nice thing about art,” Stahl said. While two plus two is always four, and “stop” is always spelled the
“That’s
same, “in art, everyone’s bear is different, and it can’t be wrong.”
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